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Select the best choice (a, b, c, or d) and then market it on your answer sheet.
1- A drug that makes you fell excited and full of energy
1. anabolic steroid

2. fan

3. amphetamine

4. aerobics

2- A situation in which people behave violently in a public place
1. Aggressiveness

2. Disturbance

3. Fan

4. Scuffle

3- A skill or special ability
1. accomplishment

2. failure

3. body

4. involvement

4- All the books , articles , etc . on a particular subject.
1. Body

2. approach

3. failure

4. literature

5- The act of making a state or situation continue
1. charter

2. delegate

3. lethargy

4. maintenance

6- A friendly or helpful feeling towards other people or countries.
1. delegate

2. goodwill

3. emblem

4. motto

7- The aim of the festival is the ……………of several eminent athletes.
1. institution

2. aspiration

3. glorification

4. maintenance

8- An artificial hormone that increase the size of the muscles.
1. Anabolic steroid

2. Amphetamine

3. Muscle

4. Tissue

9- Albert ……………….. to be a doctor.
1. aspired

2. excelled

3. reformed

4. hoist

3. Scuffle

4. Side effect

10- A short and not very violent fight or struggle .
1. Hooliganism

2. Fan

11- A written statement of the principles and aim of an organization is called …………….
1. goodwill
4  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. proposal

3. motto
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12- Bad luck ……………. him throughout his life.
1. pursued

2. pursuit

3. pursuable

4. pursuer

13- The festival was…………………………… by an eminent sportsman.
1. inaugurate

2. inaugurated

3. inaugural

4. inauguration

3. exhaustive

4. exhaustively

14- Julia ran and ran until she dropped from…………….
1. exhaust

2. exhaustion

15- It would be foolish to …………… from a single example.
1. generalize

2. generalization

3. generalizable

4. generalized

16- All players say money was their ……………..for wining
1. motivate

2. motivation

3. motivational

4. motiveless

3. possessively

4. possess

3. induce

4. inductively

3. governing

4. governmentally

17- Athletes should …………….courage.
1. possessive

2. possession

18- Nothing would …………….. Linda to take the job.
1. inductive

2. induction

19- They are the principles ………… the case.
1. govern

2. government

20- They are going to ………………….. a course in sport injury.
1. institute

2. institution

3. institutional

4. instructively

3. hoisting

4. hoists

3. restorative

4. restored

21- Fred’s duty is to ………………the flag.
1. hoist

2. hoisted

22- Order was quickly …………… after the violence.
1. restore

2. restoration

23- Maradona ………………..all other footballers of his day.
1. excel

2. excellence

3. excelled

4. excellent

24- Peter was ………………… in bringing about the victory of the team.
1. instrumentalize

2. instrument

3. instrumental

4. instrumentally
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Read the following passages and then answer the questions following them.
The Olympic movement is recognized around the world by three emblems: the rings, the flag
and the motto. The Olympic flag and the rings symbolize the union of the 5 continents and the
meeting of athletes from all over the world at the Olympic games in a spirit of fair and frank
competition and good friendship, the ideal preached by baron de Coubertin. the colours of the
rings are blue , yellow ,black , green and red , on a white background . at least on of these colours
is found in the flag of every nation of the world. The flag which carries the rings was made in Paris
and was first displayed in 1914.it was first hoisted in the Olympic stadium in Antwerp in1920.one
of the duties of NOCs is to see that this rule is enforced.

25- By…………….the Olympic movement is recognized.
1. flag

2. union

3. colours

4. three emblems

3. Rings

4. Paris

26- ’’which’’, in the passage, refers to:
1. Olympic

2. The flag

27- ‘’it’’ , in the passage , refers to:
1. Olympic stadium

2. The flag

3. Colours

4. Carries

28- What does ‘’recognize’’ in the passage mean.
1. Identify

2. Show

3. Meeting

4. Preached

29- Which one of the following statements is FALS?
1. the colours of the rings are blue, yellow, black, green and red.
2. the flag which carries the rings was made in Paris.
3. the Olympic flag and the emblems : the rings, the fair play, the flag
4. the Olympic ﬂag and the rings symbolize the union of the 5 con,nents

30- The three emblems of the Olympic are the exclusive property of the …….... and cannot be used

without its authorization.
1.

NOCs

2.

IFs

3.

NOC

4.

IOC
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